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Abstract: In cities, social well-being faces obstacles posed by globalization, demographic and climate
change, new forms of social organization, and the fragmentation of lifestyles. These changes affect
the vulnerability of city societies and impact their health-related urban well-being (UrbWellth).
The conceptual model introduced in this paper systematizes the relevant variables while considering
previous research, and establishes the target value UrbWellth. The model differs from existing
approaches mainly in the analytical distinctions it suggests. These allow us to group the relevant
urban influence variables into four sectors and enable a more general and abstract consideration of
health-related urban relations. The introduction of vulnerability as a filter and transfer function acts
as an effect modifier between UrbWellth and the various urban variables.
Keywords: conceptual model; urban well-being; urban health; multiple stressors; vulnerability;
UrbWellth

1. Introduction
In the face of an inexorable increase in the number of people living in densely populated urban
areas worldwide, the ability to understand the city’s impact on human health and develop criteria
for evaluating public health policies in urban contexts will be increasingly important [1]. Cities are
constantly expanding nearly everywhere, even in regions of demographic decline. Obviously, cities
promise a better life for the majority of citizens, and this persistent promise is the main driver of
rural-urban migration and urban population growth. It is easy to enumerate the challenges posed by
rapid urbanization, such as environmental stressors, mobility issues or socioeconomic polarization.
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When urban planning does not keep up with the speed of urbanization, urban growth may lead to
“rapid sprawl, pollution, and environmental degradation, together with unsustainable production and
consumption patterns” [2]. Underlying drivers like demographic change, climate change, and new
forms of social organization and lifestyles impact this situation and act as additional risk multipliers,
accelerating urban vulnerability [3–5]. If the 21st century is a century of cities, the issue of health-related
well-being in urban areas will need to be afforded growing attention in both academic work and public
intervention. Since cities are changing continuously and dynamically, our scientific concepts and
approaches will need to consider these changes: “Health inequities within and between countries
reflect economic and social divisions across society. As economic pressures bite and health care costs
rise, the risk of exclusion increases, too often leaving behind those with the greatest health needs” [6].
Our paper aims to address two issues. First, we provide an overview of existing conceptions of
urban health in order to outline the status quo. There has been a remarkable amount of work on this
issue, but we contend that at least two factors have been largely overlooked. We argue that we need
better conceptions capable of addressing the complexity of urban structures and dynamics; we also
need to better interface with debates surrounding urban issues from the perspective of global (climate)
change and transition research. We offer our own conception of urban health-related well-being
(UrbWellth, see Section 2.2 for definition). With this conceptual model we also intend to integrate
elements that have been previously overlooked like vulnerability as well as empirical evidence for
those components of health-related well-being that form single and multiple stressors. Thus, health
may be constructed as a function of a variety of environmental, social and individual variables [5,7].
Section 2 outlines our approach and its theoretical foundations, combining environmental health
burdens and stressors with social and morphological characteristics of cities. We identify potentials
and risks that may have an influence on urban health. The model refers to concepts and findings
taken from the social sciences, urban planning, meteorology, epidemiology and geography. Recent
studies from these fields are reviewed in Section 3 to yield an overview of the most important influence
variables and interrelations that impact urban health and urban lifestyle. We will discuss the model’s
implications in Section 4.
2. Health-Related Urban Well-Being-Conceptual Considerations
2.1. Conceptions of Urban Health
Even though the healthy cities movement was established more than 30 years ago [8], its aims and
approaches are more important than ever. From the beginning, its goal was not to promote particular
actions but rather to advocate continuous improvement: “A healthy city is one that is continually
creating and improving those physical and social environments and expanding those community resources
which enable people to mutually support each other in performing all the functions of life and developing
to their maximum potential” (emphasis added) [9]. We proceed from the assumption that the success of
healthy urban societies depends on an overall understanding of the complex factors that influence
urban health and the interrelationships between them. Therefore, our own model builds upon
previously developed models. Over the last decades, several healthy city models have been discussed
that vary in complexity and systematization, depending on their perspectives, background and
scientific aims [10–12].
One of the first models was suggested by Hancock in 1986 and is called the “mandala of health”.
It introduced a basic separation between society and environment/biosphere [13]. Coutts interpreted
nature in this approach as a container for the built city [14]. The biosphere is thus considered to be “the
ultimate determinant of health” [15]. Hancock’s overlapping cultural lens that goes beyond differences
on a neighborhood level is fairly unique for models of public health. On the whole, all the influences
on health revolve around the (health of the) individual human being.
The model by Evans and Stoddart, the “Ecological relationship of physical environment and
health”, makes a distinction between physical and social environment as well as the individual [16].
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Genetic preconditions for diseases are mentioned and well-being is introduced as a target variable
related to health. Still, no influence of the social world and no direct connection between well-being
and diseases are established. With its feedback loop from health to prosperity to physical environment,
this model has an ecological core. One decade later, Northridge et al. did not assume an ecological
connection between health and environment, but instead tried to identify variables on different scales
connected to health, for example the individual or population scale [17]. In their scheme, health and
well-being are also interrelated.
Galea et al. put urban health in context with global and national trends as well as local policies [18].
This connection is established with regards to health as an outcome measure only, without a feedback
loop or mediating effect modifications. Great emphasis is placed on governance measures, especially
on health governance. The urban environment is furthermore divided into a physical and a social
environment, but their systematization of the urban influences on health does not differentiate
between natural resources and the built environment. For this reason, the interrelation of the variables
remains vague.
Barton et al. then contextualized health with lifestyle, social community, local economy, built
and natural environment and the global ecosystem [19]. Their separation of the natural and the built
environment is refined by the introduction of stressors in “Public Health Ecology” by Coutts [20]. In
this model, ecosystem services are explicitly linked to urban health. Consequently, health outcomes are
the target variables of the model, but again without a feedback loop. Because these health outcomes
are interpreted as diseases the focus shifts from a salutogenetic to a patogenetic perspective.
Approaching from a medical perspective, Mendis and Banerjee framed the risk for diseases,
especially cardio-vascular diseases, mainly in terms of age and social stratification. By this means,
differential exposure and vulnerabilities are contextualized by globalization and the economic
development of a given city [21]. Honold et al. follow a similar approach in which different health
outcomes are more dependent on a lack of resources and multiple stressors. Consequently, they suggest
an integrated multiple burden framework [22]. This model places a great emphasis on global trends
and policy guidelines, a framework which sets it apart from all other models analyzed.
De Leeuw tries to integrate these different influences on health in her “healthy cities meta-theory”.
This model aims at policy measures and politically informed interventions on a more regional or city
level. Consequently, the interventions proposed mainly focus on health education and health care [23].
This focus is coherent with the actual policy measures emphasized by the healthy city movement,
yet this puts less weight on direct environmental stressors, for example. The model developed by
Rydin et al. highlights how diseases are influenced by different stressors while remaining connected to
cities structures and services [24]. Yet their model provides little systematization or qualification of
the effect-modifying interrelations of variables. This is the point we want to improve upon, especially
through the conceptual model outlined below.
2.2. Basic Architecture of the Conceptual Model
Within the healthy cities movement, health is conceived of as a resource. This understanding
goes beyond an absence of illness in medical terms and includes quality of life and general
well-being [25]. The conceptual starting point of our model was the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(MEA) [26] which attempts to model various dimensions of well-being in their dependence upon
environmental impacts and ecosystem services. Omitting a critical debate of these dimensions, we
define health-related urban well-being (UrbWellth) as the well-being of an urban population. UrbWellth
includes domains that are related to individual physical (objective health status), mental (subjective
health status) and emotional (affective well-being) aspects of health, to the natural (e.g., climate)
and urban specific environment (e.g., public parks) as well as to the political system (e.g., urban
governance), social functioning (e.g., neighborhood) and social context (e.g., social position) in which
people live [27].
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model and those described above: while some models include a direct feedback, our model mediates
the impact of citizens on the environmental stressors by way of morphology, and a potential change
in the individual sector due to environmental stressors is mediated by society (while environmental
stressors, of course, impact individual health).
This systematization might be best explained by the example of housing. Thomson and Thomas
have shown that “despite the lack of clear health impacts within the timescale of existing evaluations,
reported impacts on socio-economic determinants of health point to the potential for longer term
impacts on health following housing improvement” [31] More specific, Krieger and Higgins found that
housing “can influence both physical and mental health, including asthma and other respiratory
conditions, injuries, psychological distress, and child development”. Still, research on housing
and health has primarily focused on the physical aspects of housing, like building conditions [32],
while social drivers may have remained undiscovered. In our conceptual model, we separated
“built structure” and “household” (see Figure 3 below) to describe and evaluate the quality of the
buildings apart from their usage. Ultimately, the influences of “housing” on health depend on a third
variable: the exposure to environmental stressors, which cannot be analyzed as ignorant of the social
stratification [33].
This conclusion arises from the general assumptions of an interdisciplinary political ecology
framework, focusing on environmental changes and conflicts. In this approach, it is generally
assumed that, on the one hand, environmental changes result from historical and contemporary
political, economic and societal processes which affect nature at different scales [34]; on the other hand,
environmental conflicts result from the distribution of and access to resources, rather than simply
resource scarcity, for example [35]. Consequently, when focusing on environmental challenges, these
do not directly interact with the individual sector, but need “to be related to state policies, interstate
relations and global capitalism” [35].
As stated above, the conception of public health needs to be accompanied by an understanding of
the vertical stratification [36,37] of city societies and its implications for urban health. Especially useful
in this regard is the concept of environmental justice (EJ), which is based on observed correlations
of social background and the unequal distribution of environmental stressors, and is related to the
basic assumptions of political ecology. While debates on EJ can mainly be traced back to the United
States in the late 1970s and early 1980s [38], the established view today is that EJ and public health are
related [39–42]. Ideas of EJ are of course related to a much broader debate on the notions of justice:
ecological equality of chances, the distribution of access to the basic needs of humanity in a healthy
environment, and the right to participate in decisions regarding the protection and transformation
of the environment [43–45]. De Leeuw et al. refer to similar qualities in their claim that health equity
shall be “the fundamental value guiding healthy cities’ policies and programs” [46]. This framing
relates a right to health and health equity to the universal human rights addressed by the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) [47,48]. Our conceptual model helps to
identify areas of intervention to address these qualities and values (see Section 2.3).
The effect of any sector on UrbWellth depends on the characteristics of the other sectors. To
systemize this effect-modifying influence, we employ a filter based on the concept of vulnerability.
This concept also relates to ideas of the human-environment system [49]. A term originally used in
work on hazard and risk, vulnerability has been more frequently employed in the field of climate
change in the last decades [50,51]. Effect modification through a vulnerability filter is another major
difference between our model and other available approaches.
The meaning of vulnerability is too broad in the absence of a supplementary description,
and each definition of vulnerability should depend on a certain vulnerable situation [52,53].
The Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) defined vulnerability (with regard to climate
change) as “the degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of
climate change [ . . . ]. Vulnerability is a function of the [ . . . ] climate variation to which a system is
exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity” [54]. This definition structures vulnerability into
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three elements: exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity [55]. Exposure is defined by the IPCC as
“the
nature and degree to which a system is exposed” [54]. In this sense it acts as an intermediary
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2.3. Variables and Interrelations in the Conceptual Model
As will be supported by the review section on relations below (Section 3), health-related
behavior and influences are dependent on four main sectors: individual characteristics, the urban
society, the city’s morphology and environmental stressors. Our conceptual model systematizes these
findings and gives an overview of those variables which are most important for our target value,
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This in turn will ensure lower levels of environmental stressors [60]. This reduction can additionally
be supported by, for example, planning a city with sufficient public transport infrastructure [61].
Furthermore, the development of a healthy city is supported by environmental laws [62]. Although
environmental stressors cannot be directly changed, knowledge of stressors’ effects on health heavily
influences social discourses and consequently legislation which may eventually bring about a change
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ensure lower levels of environmental stressors [60]. This reduction can additionally be supported
by, for example, planning a city with sufficient public transport infrastructure [61]. Furthermore,
the development of a healthy city is supported by environmental laws [62]. Although environmental
stressors cannot be directly changed, knowledge of stressors’ effects on health heavily influences social
discourses and consequently legislation which may eventually bring about a change in morphology.
The first sector (Individual) gives an overview of the most relevant variables from a medical
perspective and their effect on urban health (see Section 3.2). At the same time, it encompasses
the most important socioeconomic and -demographic factors used in socio-spatial geography
approaches [63–65]. This includes physical and mental constitution, born and acquired dispositions,
and, with an emphasis on urban health, a special focus on other medical dispositions (e.g.,
other diseases).
Habituation [66], also included in this sector, introduces the concept of time: the human body
adjusts to the exposure to certain stressors over time. Therefore, habituation is the result of an
ongoing adaption. On the one hand, with respect to the thermal environment, the adjustment can be
both seasonal, e.g., changes in the comfort temperature between seasons [67,68], and long-term, e.g.,
adjustment of the basal metabolic rate of people living in different climate regions [69]. On the other
hand, noise annoyance is significantly and positively correlated with confounding variables like the
length of residence or the years of employment [70].
The individual variables interrelate with the whole second sector (Society). This sector covers
variables that refer to concepts of social grouping in geography and social sciences [65,71,72] while also
depicting confounding behavioral variables from a medical perspective. Security plays an important
role in this sector as it influences several other variables [24,26], such as social activities and interactions.
These affect the usage of the city’s built environment as well as the sensitivity and adaptive capacity of
social groups or individuals [5] (see Section 3.3 for details).
The third sector (Morphology) unites infrastructural variables of the city, including means of
transportation. This mobile and immobile built-up city environment serves as an enabling and
constraining infrastructure [73], with impacts on human behavior and environmental stressors (details
in Section 3.3) [74,75]. The latter constitute the fourth sector (Stressors), encompassing the stressors,
modified by the city environment (see Section 3.1 for details on both sectors of the urban environment).
So grouped, our selection of variables and interrelations portrays the major environmental
influences on human health and behavior from a geographical, medical and meteorological perspective.
This systematization helps to understand the interdependency between different groups of influence
variables (e.g., the effects of traffic on traffic infrastructure and vice versa) and the basic relations in
cities with respect to urban health.
3. Health-Related Relations
3.1. Urban Impacts on Environmental Variables
In urban areas, water, thermal and radiation budgets as well as the wind field and the air
composition differ from those of rural areas [76] due to the replacement of natural surfaces by artificial
surfaces and vertical structures as well as anthropogenic emissions of heat and trace gases. This leads to
well-known urban effects such as the urban heat island [77–79], urban impacts on precipitation [80–82]
and urban air pollution [83]. In urban areas and metropolitan regions in Europe, air pollution is mainly
caused by traffic, with a high share of heavy commercial vehicles [84]. In addition to road traffic,
aviation and industry [85] are important sources of air pollutants and noise in cities [86,87].
The dispersion of both air pollutants and noise are mainly influenced by the meteorological
conditions and the means of transport [88–90]. For noise propagation Fischer and Ziemann have
shown that the structure of the nocturnal urban boundary layer leads to an increase in noise pollution
for the city population [91], compared to rural areas. Consequently, meteorological conditions in urban
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areas include the urban morphology effects [61,92,93]. For example, green space can lead to a reduction
of noise [94,95] and a reduction in thermal stresses [96,97].
3.2. Impacts on UrbWellth
Air pollution and noise pose a threat to major sections of city societies: “54% of Germans feel
disturbed or harassed by traffic noise” [98]. At the same time, noise has a major effect on urban
health: “At least one million healthy life years are lost every year because of traffic-related noise in the
western part of Europe” [86]. Nevertheless, it is still an open question as to whether the exposure to air
pollutants or the exposure to noise violates principles of environmental justice (Section 4) [99].
Many studies have investigated the relationship between road traffic noise, aircraft noise and
different cardiovascular health outcomes [100,101]. Jarup et al. for instance showed significant
associations between hypertension and people living close to one of the six major European
airports [102]. An additional increase for hypertension could be seen for road traffic noise in the
highest exposure category (>65 dB) [102]. Environmental noise is also considered to be associated
with respiratory diseases such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [103,104], or
mental health symptoms such as depression and anxiety [105,106].
Multiple exposures to particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10 ), nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ), and
elementary carbon, all higher in cities than in rural areas, have been associated with cardiovascular
and respiratory disease morbidity and mortality [107] and a decrease in overall well-being [108]. In a
multi-city study conducted in Italy, an increase of PM10 resulted in an increase in respiratory mortality
at a lag of 0–3 days. This effect was higher in summer [109]. Other studies investigated chronic
and long-term exposure of air pollution and found higher risk for all causes and cardio-respiratory
mortality [110–112]. The air quality in cities also depends on biogenic emissions such as pollen or
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by street trees as well as from plants in park areas. Both
can cause allergic rhinitis (hay fever) [113] or respiratory diseases such as allergic asthma [114].
Comparatively little is known about the effect of air pollution on depressive symptoms or
anxiety [115,116]. On the other hand, urban green and blue areas are known to have a positive
effect on mental health [42]. In order to develop an appropriate model, it is, therefore, necessary
to consider mental aspects, including not only mental illnesses but also subjective evaluations and
perceptions of the city and its stressors. Subjective well-being (SWB) is as important to our conception
of UrbWellth as are measures of objective well-being. A person with high SWB has high levels
of life satisfaction and positive affect and low levels of negative affect compared to the average
population [117]. Accordingly, in reference to Diener’s influential tri-part model, SWB relates on
high life satisfaction, high positive feelings, and low negative feelings [118]. Newman et al. added
“detachment-recovery” to the main psychological mechanisms that promote leisure SWB–autonomy,
mastery, meaning, and affiliation—to strengthen the everyday domain of leisure, as leisure activities
enhance subjective and overall well-being [119]. According to our model, leisure activities that fulfill
multiple psychological needs, such as playing soccer at a club or with friends, not only promote SWB
and affect mental constitution, but also influence physical constitution which may additionally affect
objective health status positively.
To assess the consequences of thermal conditions for health, both human-biometeorological and
epidemiological techniques are used. Human-biometeorological studies typically use thermal indices
to calculate the impact of the thermal environment on humans [120,121]. These indices are increasingly
based on human thermo-physiological models [122]. Studies assess the amount of thermal strain or
thermal stress in streets, considering specific orientations and aspect ratios [123,124] and proximity
to vegetation [125,126] or lakes [127]. In contrast to thermal comfort studies, epidemiological studies
do not deal with comfort but statistically link excess morbidity and mortality to temperature. These
studies found for numerous cities that mortality increases during periods of extreme heat stress, as
well as during periods of cold stress [128–130]. Often several stressors co-occur, e.g., air pollution
(ozone O3 , summer smog) exacerbated by heat stress [131,132].
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Besides environmental stressors, co-factors describing genetic predisposition or socio-demographic
and socioeconomic background such as gender, age, educational and occupational background or
income have to be considered and taken into account as effect-modifying variables. Additionally,
behavioral variables such as smoking status, alcohol consumption or physical activity, and variables
relating to daily routines, are known to have a major influence on the occurrence of different health
outcomes [100,133,134]. Finally, access to healthcare and social support play a role in specific health
outcomes and should generally be considered in studies as well [18,135,136].
3.3. Influences on Health-Related Behavior and Society
Humans influence environmental stressors by way of their lifestyles (e.g., auto exhaust, industry)
and by means of city design (e.g., the presence or absence of parks). In turn, environmental stressors
also influence lifestyle, particularly outdoor activities and transport modes.
Meteorological conditions explain a significant proportion of the usage of public places, especially
parks [137], the engagement in outdoor activities, such as walking [138] and cycling [139], the amount
of television viewing [140], or other indoor sedentary activities [141]. The most important determining
meteorological variable is air temperature, positively related to outdoor activity (+), sunshine (+)
and wind (−) [142–145]. In addition to the impact of thermal variables, precipitation was found to
hinder physical activity of all ages [139,146,147]. For physical activity and open-air transport, optimal
meteorological conditions (warm and dry) exist [139]. In temperate climates, people were observed to
be less active in winter than in summer, which may be caused by both shorter periods of daylight and
colder conditions [147,148].
People also reduce their outdoor activities and use sheltered transport modes in response to
air pollution [149,150]. However, not the measured air pollution concentration but the perceived air
pollution level leads to a behavioral adjustment [151]. Personal characteristics [152,153], habituation
and health problems encountered during previous air pollution events [149,150] were found to impact
the perception of air pollution and the resulting behavioral adjustment.
In addition to this natural-sciences perspective, city planning theories provide a view of social
behavior from a different perspective. It is the built environment of cities and their infrastructural
invitations that mediate constraints and (physical) activities [154]. With a shift in focus from exposition
to effects on adaptive capacity, Gehl’s approach of an integrated city [73] evaluates physical activities
socially. The main thesis is that a city should increase optional and social activities to positively
affect the health of urban citizens [42,73]. To achieve this goal, Gehl emphasizes a high quality of
public space and the rediscovery of the human scale in urban planning [155]. This approach is closely
linked to a change in the modes of (public) transport, induced by policy interventions in the built city
environment [156–159]. These mainly impact UrbWellth in two ways: Firstly, an increased share of
people using public transport or cycling/walking as modes of transport entails an increase in physical
activities (Sector Society in Figure 3) with a positive effect on health outcomes (Section 3.1). Secondly,
the reduction of environmental stressors (Sector Stressors in Figure 3) accompanied by this change of
transport positively affects UrbWellth [87].
4. Discussion and Outlook
Overall, the introduced conceptual model differs from existing approaches mainly through the
introduction of the vulnerability filters and the prominent integration of environmental stressors. This
enabled us to group the relevant urban influence variables into four major groups and to qualify their
relations. It is in the filter layers of vulnerability that the positive and negative effects and variables are
put into relation.
The studies reviewed in this paper all vary in scope and scale. Consequently, neither our whole
conceptual model nor the four different sectors necessarily imply one scale: the conceptual model
is applicable on different scales, spatial and temporal. As presented in Section 3.2, for example,
the highest increase in respiratory mortality can be found on the day, or within three days, of an
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air pollution event, while the impact of road traffic noise on cardiovascular diseases is only evident
after several years of exposure. A temporal integration might thus be necessary for some variables
in implementing this model. This is similarly true on the spatial scale, since some data, especially on
health effects, are only available on a district level while environmental stressors, e.g., air pollution,
heat or noise, are heterogeneously distributed within a district. Here upscaling of environmental data
or a downscaling of health data will be needed to ensure spatial conformity.
The cultural, economic and environmental scope of the conceptual model is heavily dependent
on the city as a focus. As we currently develop a multi-sectoral model for Hamburg on the basis of
this conceptual model, our considerations are undoubtedly biased towards cities of the global north.
On the other hand, we contend that our conceptual model itself is applicable to cities worldwide and
describes widely relevant urban variables. For example, public infrastructure such as sanitation is
taken for granted in Hamburg, but the quality and maintenance of a sewage system can easily act
as a crucial variable in raising the health status of an urban society with relatively poor sanitation,
especially in informal settlements.
Positive or negative effects on health are the outcome of complex interactions in the urban
system [160]. Still, current studies on the environmental burden of disease (EBD) do not take into
account combinations or interactions of different environmental influences. As a result, diseases
and premature deaths are only explained in mono-causal ways [161,162]. Our model, however,
conceptualizes not only the complexity but also the interdependency of the variables with a focus on
UrbWellth. This is a first step to understanding how different variables are (inter)dependent.
For example, it can be deduced from the examples and evidence from the literature that a
healthy city should on the one hand promote the activities outside (for example through appropriate
infrastructure for biking and walking), but on the other hand this must be linked to clean air. Here,
the question is whether regular cycling (to work or leisure activities) alongside a busy road can possibly
offset the positive effects of physical activity through exposure to noise and particulate matter. We will
therefore refrain at this point to normative demands that have to be prioritized and hierarchized first.
The conceptual model can serve as a design outline for a future quantitative modeling process. In
addition, existing models (e.g., atmospheric models, transport models) can be integrated into the sectors
of the multi-sectoral model. By coupling multiple models of different sectors, a complex integrated
model can be developed. As a first step, atmospheric numerical models such as MITRAS [163] will be
used to simulate meteorological variables leading to heat stress, while taking into account the urban
morphology. Our vulnerability assessment relates to natural and social sciences as well as to politics,
city planning and health-care programs [164]. In addition, only the combination of all four sectors
enables us not only to understand the impacts of different variables on health but also to develop
effective interventions.
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